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NINTH WINTER SCHOOL ON ABSTRACT ANALYSIS (1981) 

OH -ICRI: ATTAINING OPERATORS ACTING OH L
1
-SPACES 

A. I»TA:;IK 

Given two Banach spaces X and Y we call a linear 

bounded operator norm attaining if (Til = flTxH for 

some Oxll s 1. In [7] Lindenstrauss raised the problem 

of deciding when the norm attaining operators are norm 

dense in the Banach space B(X, Y) of all continuous operators. 

A review of more recent results in the subject and some open 

questions can be found in Johnson and «olfe [6] • 

The question whether the norm attaining operators are 

dense in B(L , L ) has been asked by Uhl [9] and answered 

affirmatively in [4] . Here we comment on and outline the 

proof of this "result. 

The proof consists of two parts. Firstly, the operators 

in B(L , L ) are represented by certain measures on the pro

duct space. More specifically, we have the following represen

tation theorem ( see [5] ,Prop. 1 and the Theorem); 

(1) Let (S.p 2-.! t -Dj) i i =
 If-"*) "be finite measure spaces 

and assume that at least one of the measures is perfect. Then 

th formula 

(T^f^O = Jf(x)h(y)d^(x,y) f€L1Cm1)t h€ L * ^ ) 

establishes a lattice isomorphism between 3(L (-a,), L (n^)) 
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and the lattice cf all <y-additive measures fx o n ^ S X 2 

satisfying dlp-lV^i* lT{m^ and 1̂ 1* <& m2 (Yerep~ denote the 

marginal distributions). Moreover, B T^M = A dl^l1/dm1H^ . 

Sote that (l)f unlike other known theorems of that kind, 

is free of any explicit topological assumptions (see £33 and 

[l] ; cf. also [2] where the first part of the proof of Thm.l 

is incorrect, no assumptions on the measure spaces being 

used for the representation by a u-additive measure on the 

product space). On the other hand (1) would be false without 

any Treasure theoretic assumptions (such as perfectness), although 

a similar representation by more general set functions is 

still possible ( see [5]). An analogous representation theorem 

for regular operators on iP-spaces (l-£p*co ) has recently 

been proved by R^bowski [83. 

Since every Eorel measure on the unit interval is perfect, 

(1) holds for all such measures. These measures, as is well 

known, represent (up to Boolean isomorphism) all separable 

finite measure spaces. 

For the second part of the prccf we let I, X be two 

L -spaces. The norm of any T in B(X, Y) is the sup of a sequ

ence Txn . The s^ojuences xn and T.^ are contained in sepa-

reble L~-sutspaces and so by general arguments we can restrict 

ourselves to the separable case: I = L 1(m 1), Y = L
1(m 2), 

where the mi's are probability measures on the unit interval. 

Jew it suffices to : rev? the followir.7 Tessure- theoretic 
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(2)I*--t a lr a finite (signed) zorcl T»aeure on the 

-nit s-jjf-re ?ith Idl^lVdr^l^ -= 1 and \JJL\1^^2 . For every 

£. > 0 there exists a measure V such that d|v-^| /dm^cfc, 

I,|2« c2 , dlvl
1/^* 1, and CsfyJdvfx.y))1^^ - 1 on 

a set B of positive m, measure for some function geZ^fn^) 

satisfying |g| = 1. 

Indeed, if (2) holds than the operator ? satisfies 

II Tv - T^tt<£ and is norm attaining a? |lTyIl= (Ty (X/s-jEj ,g 

7cr the rroc' of (2) we chccs° a i-omr" u- ?hose ITihn 

d^ccrpos^ticn I, 5C ccnsists cf unions rf r-cV.n~les 2nd 

such thatl^Kl^l and dfyuc,-/tlVin:- Is smoll en a subset C 

of the set D on which d U /da, is clcse to its sup. .Next 

Vie pick a subset E of C small enough tc be contained in one 

cell of the partition generated by the projections (into th<-

first axis) of the rectangles constituting the Eahn decompo

sition of p, . we define g(y) by putting 1 if y is in the 

project:, en (intc the second axis) ofBF and -1 otherwise. 

It is now not b<ard to see that the measure 

<Mx,y) «\U)(d|/Z|1/dia1}-
1(x)^(xfyJ + XBc U)d,*(x,y ) 

satisfies (2).For more details we refer to [4], ran. 2 ( tl. re 

are miner aispri^ts in [4] on ^m 384 and 385). 
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